The two-mile bicycle record of the Institute is 6 min. 2 2/5 sec., made by W. C. Marmon, '95, on Holmes Field, May 2, 1893.

Fred Lord has added another to his long list of victories. In New York, September 30th, at the N. Y. A. C. games, he won first in the 120-yards high hurdles from scratch.

The football team to play Harvard yesterday seemed likely, when The Tech went to press, to be composed of the following men:

- L. E., Parker
- L. H., Curtis
- L. T., Mayo
- R. H., Clark
- L. G., Whiting
- F. B., Andrews
- C., Manahan, Quarter, Thomas (Capt.)
- R. G., Perkins, Substitutes { Osgood, }
- R. T., Simonds, { Humphrey, }
- R. E., Schmitz, Newell, Washburn.

The ends and guards are our weakest points. Parker, '97, and Underwood for ends play the game well and tackle excellently, but lack in weight. However, both will play the position for all they are worth. Of the new guards, Whiting, '96, is doing the best so far. Perkins, who played last year, will play again this season. Mayo and Simonds, both old men, will fill the tackles. Simonds is doing splendid work,—energetic, vigorous, and, above all, sure. The line on the whole, with reliable Manahan for center as of old, is very strong.

Back of the line little else could be desired. Of Thomas, quarter, all know the quality and quantity of his work. Clark, our old captain, and Curtis, who covered himself with glory on two important occasions last year, are two halves we may rely upon at all times. Andrews, as full back, is an earnest, steady player, and a good rusher.

Our chances for a strong team are very good indeed, candidates being numerous and enthusiasm high. A little more "beef," however, would be desirable. But let the students back up our team, and the result will be pleasing to all. We may add that Cushing, known to most of us as a strong player at guard, will play again. Schmitz, center on '95's team, is substitute center, and Osgood, '97, from St. Mark's, is doing good work at half, though a trifle slow. Lebosquet also shows up well in practice.

The game with Exeter did not materialize last Saturday. Through some strange mistake the Exeter management had booked two dates for that time. B. A. A. played and we did not. The B. A. A. game scheduled for October 11th was canceled in order to play Harvard. An account of this match will appear in the next Tech.

It is probable that a special car will be chartered for the benefit of those desiring to attend the Amherst-Tech game. In this way expenses will be reduced to an amount that should tempt every man who is willing to pay a fair price for fine sport. Go and back your team. This game must be won.

The Athletic Association intends giving sparring meets again this year. Two years ago we had a very successful meeting; and the attendance at all we have held shows how popular they are. On account of the law against charging admission to these contests, none but members of the Athletic Club showing tickets can gain admittance. Moral: Join the M. I. T. A. C.

C. O. Gill, Yale, '88, is training the Amherst Football Team this year.

What has become of our Tennis Association? It is a shame to waste this magnificent weather for tennis, especially as '97 has added largely to our list of good players. An energetic man is needed to push matters; let him appear soon or else not at all.